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CHAPTER ONE

Problem and Significance
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PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PURPOSE

Advances in neonatal intensive care have resulted in larger numbers of preterm

infants experiencing successful outcomes for treatment of respiratory insufficiency.

These infants often require intubation and mechanical ventilation for many weeks, even

months. Prolonged endotracheal intubation is accompanied by many risks, among

these is unplanned extubation. In critically ill infants, this event can be a serious

complication causing immediate compromise, deterioration and delayed recovery

(Brown, 1988).

Unplanned extubations may occur more than once with long term intubation.

Repeated reintubations may be a significant factor in the initiation of tracheal damage

resulting in subglottic stenosis (Fan, Flynn & Pathak, 1983 and Sherman, Lowitt,

Stephenson & Ironson, 1986). Consequently, it is essential that repeated reintubations

due to unplanned extubations be minimized. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to

explore, identify and describe the variables that are associated with unplanned

extubation in preterm infants.

Risk factors that predispose preterm infants to unplanned extubations need to

identified in order to reduce their occurrence. Identification of factors that may lead to

unplanned extubation has been investigated in the pediatric population (Scott, Eigen,

Moye, Georgitis & Laughlin, 1985). Three studies (Brown, 1988; Kleiber & Hummel,

1989; Little, Koenig & Newth, 1990) have sought to identify variables associated with

unplanned extubation and include data on preterm infants. Unfortunately, none of these

studies examined preterm infants exclusively or separated out the data on preterm

infants to determine whether the factors identified were equally applicable to the preterm
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population. There may be variables associated with unplanned extubations in preterm

infants that remain to be identified.

An essential goal of the nursing care of preterm infants is to maintain a patent

airway and to intervene to prevent those factors that could endanger the stability of the

airway. Identification of the most significant variables associated with unplanned

extubation must be undertaken so that relationships can be studied and, eventually,

assessment tools and interventions developed and tested.

PROBLEM SIGNIFICANCE

Intubation is a physiologically stressful procedure for preterm infants (Kelly & Finer,

1984 and Marshall, Deeder, Pai, Berkowitz & Austin, 1984). The persistent presence of

an endotracheal tube causes damage to the airway (Hawkins, 1987). Subglottic stenosis

has been recognized as a complication associated with prolonged intubation (Fan, Flynn

& Pathak, 1983). With improved methods of detection, the incidence of subglottic

stenosis appears to be significant in the preterm population. Some studies, (Fan, Flynn

& Pathak, 1983, Ratner & Whitfield, 1983, and Sherman, Lowitt, Stephenson & Ironson,

1986) suggest that repeated reintubation in preterm infants may be an important factor

in the exacerbation of tracheal damage and progress to subglottic stenosis,

compromising the airway.

Rates of unplanned extubation in term and preterm infants have been reported in

the literature (Laing, Cowan, Ballantine & Hume, 1986; McMillan, Rademaker, Buchan,

Reid, Machin & Sauve, 1986; Brown, 1988; Kleiber & Hummel, 1989; Little, Koenig &

Newth, 1990). Preterm infants who are intubated for long periods of time may be at

greater risk for repeated unplanned extubations.
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R rCh ion

What are the variables associated with unplanned extubations of preterm infants?

Definition of Terms

Unplanned extubation: the removal of an ET tube, either by the infant, nurse or

physician that was not planned and/or ordered by the physician

Preterm infant: an infant born between 23 and 28 weeks gestation or weighs less than

1500 gms at birth
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CHAPTER TWO

Review of the Literature
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Intr ion

In order to examine the variables associated with unplanned extubation it is

necessary to describe the phenomenon of intubation and unplanned extubation. The

identification of facotrs associated with unplanned extubation in preterm infants is

difficult and influences the method used to study the problem.

Endotracheal Intubation

Premature infants are primarily intubated for respiratory insufficiency. This requires

the introduction of an endotracheal tube (ETT) into the trachea for mechanical

ventilation. The tip of the ETT should be two centimeters (cm) below the vocal cords

and 1-2 cm above the carina. The length of the newborn infant's trachea is about 5 cm

(Todres, deBros, Kramer, Moylan & Shannon, 1976). Consequently, the ideal position is

only 1-2cm in length, shorter in an extremely premature infant (Roopchand,

Roopnarinesingh & Ramsewak, 1989). This leaves very little margin for error when

placing an ETT. It also necessitates securing the ETT in such a manner that there is

very little slippage.

When properly intubated, breath sounds should be equal when auscultated and

there should be equal chest expansion with ventilation. Unfortunately, breath sounds

are not always reliable indices of tube placement since they are easily transmitted in the

small infant's chest (Nugent, Matthews & Goldsmith, 1988). Thus, an ETT erroneously

placed in the esophagus may actually sound like endotracheal intubation.

Physi iC Str Intubation

Reintubation places the preterm infant at risk. Marshall, Deeder, Pai, Berkowitz &

Austin (1984) and Kelly & Finer (1984) documented decreases in heart rate and

increases in blood pressure and hypoxemia during intubation in term and preterm
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newborns. The authors of both studies postulate that heart rate reduction during

intubation is a reflexive vagal response to stimulation of the larynx. The mechanism for

the hypertensive response to intubation is unclear but may be due to increased systemic

vascular resistance as compensation for decreased cardiac output. Hypoxemia,

occuring after the cardiovascular response, can be the consequence of the inability to

adequately administer oxygen during intubation.

Increased intracranial pressure (ICP) during intubation has also been substantiated

in neonates and infants (Raju, Vidyasagar, Torres, Grundy & Bennett, 1980; Kelly &

Finer, 1984; and Friesen, Honda & Thieme, 1987). Various mechanisms may be

responsible for this physiologic response. For example, inadequate ventilation may

cause a rise in the blood levels of carbon dioxide resulting in increased cerebral blood

flow and increased ICP. Neck hyperextension necessary to visualize the vocal cords

may restrict venous return, thereby increasing ICP. Finally, physical struggling and

irritation during intubation may be the most significant variable increasing ICP. This

hypothesis is supported by studies (Raju et al., 1980; Kelly & Finer, 1984; Friesen et al.,

1987) which found that the use of neuromuscular blockers before intubation appeared to

prevent increases in ICP. Increases in intracranial pressure along with a rise in blood

pressure during intubation may precipitate the development of intraventricular

hemorrhage (Kelly & Finer, 1984). These studies indicate that endotracheal intubation

should be considered a physiologically stressful procedure and could, potentially, be

associated with long-term sequelae.

Pathophysiology of Intubation Injury

Intubation initiates pathological changes in the airway of term and preterm infants.

The laryngeal mucosa is verythin and vascular and is prone to microscopic hemorrhage
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and edema secondary to the trauma of ETT insertion (Hawkins, 1987). The pressure

exerted by the ETT on the damaged areas leads to regional ischemia, inflammation and

eventually ulceration (Pashley & Fan, 1988). In an attempt at repairing the injury,

collagen fibers migrate to the site forming scar tissue which contracts as it matures and

may serve to constrict the diameter of the airway.

The diameter of a preterm infant's airway is very narrow at the level of the cricoid

cartilage, where the majority of intubation injuries occur (Pashley & Fan, 1988). Scarring

at this site serves to further narrow the airway and is regarded as influential in the

formation of subglottic stenosis (Fan, et al., 1983). Even minute changes in the diameter

of such a small airway can have a profound effect on resistance to airflow. The rate of

flow within a tube is "directly proportional to the fourth power of [its] radius" (Guyton,

1986, p.212). Thus, any decrease in the radius of the airway may result in a fourfold

increase in the resistance to airflow.

The impact of the scarring and constricting of the airway often only becomes

apparent after extubation of the infant. On inspiration, a large negative pressure needs

to be generated to overcome the increased resistance within a constricted airway. The

flexible tracheal cartilages are vulnerable to narrowing or collapse when high pressures

are generated (Pashley & Fan, 1988). With a narrow airway, the work of breathing will

be increased and stridor may be evident. The infant may not have sufficient muscle

strength to overcome the resistance for prolonged periods, may tire and become

apneic.

The presence of an ET tube in an infant airway causes damage to the trachea and

reintubation may play a part in intensifying the injury. In order to understand the role

that repeated reintubations may play in this pathologic process, it is was necessary for
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studies in the literature to establish the overall incidence of tracheal damage and then

attempt to correlate this damage with reintubation.

Inciden Tracheal D

Diagnosis and documentation of tracheal damage in intubated infants has been a

difficult process. Serious symptomology of respiratory distress and stridor following

planned extubation was the initial standard established for suspicion of subglottic

stenosis (SGS). Unfortunately, stridor is a subjective symptom and may be self-limited

due to resolution of laryngeal edema (Sherman et al., 1986). The confirmation of the

presence of SGS usually required laryngoscopy to determine origin and extent of the

damage. Serious tracheal damage often resulted in the need for tracheostomy.

Within the last ten years, numerous studies (Orlowski, Ellis, Amin & Crumrine, 1980;

Jones, Bodnar, Roan & Johnson, 1981; Ratner & Whitfield, 1983; and Laing, Cowan,

Ballantine & Hume, 1986) have documented the incidence of SGS among previously

intubated infants. Using stridor as an indicator of SGS, the reported incidence was from

2-8%.

There is an inherent difficulty in using stridor as the primary symptom in identifying

SGS. Ratner & Whitfield (1983) observed that post-extubation apnea was the primary

event associated with SGS in sbc out of seven infants. Jones et al. (1981) noted that

infants with SGS may have delayed symptomology. They hypothesized that the

development of scar tissue and subsequent contractures and stridor may take several

weeks.

Fan, Flynn, Pathak & Madden (1982) attempted to ascertain the value of stridor in

predicting SGS. The authors evaluated 73 intubated infants and scored each infant for

degree of stridor after extubation. Each infant underwent laryngoscopy at 48 hours
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post-extubation and, again, one week later to examine the degree of injury to the

trachea. While all infants with stridor had moderate to severe tracheal damage on

laryngoscopy, not all infants with tracheal damage had stridor. Only 38% of the infants

with moderate to severe damage had stridor. Only one infant required tracheostomy for

SGS. The authors concluded that laryngoscopy was a more sensitive method of

identifying SGS than symptomology.

V Related t heal D

Until systematic study of the problem was undertaken, the incidence of SGS

appeared very low. Such small sample sizes made it difficult to identify the varalables

related to SGS. Duration of intubation or number of reintubations had been suspected

in the etiology of SGS for some time. Both Orlowski et al (1980) and Jones et al (1981)

attempted but failed to establish a direct relationship between SGS and duration of

intubation or number of reintubations. Ratner & Whitfield (1983) discovered that the

infants that developed SGS required many reintubations but did not statistically analyze

the data in order to determine the significance of the relationship of reintubation to SGS.

When using a sensitive indicator of identifying injury, such as laryngoscopy, the

rates of SGS were sufficient for conduction of studies designed to isolate those variables

that significantly affected outcome. Using laryngoscopy, Fan, Flynn & Pathak (1983)

found that duration of intubation and three or more reintubations significantly predicted

laryngeal injury. Their analysis indicated that duration of intubation was a more

significant variable than number of reintubations but both variables were required to

predict damage. Sherman et al. (1986) studied a group of very small infants and found

that duration of intubation and number of reintubations were highly correlated with, but

had independent relationships to, the severity of SGS.
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These studies (Fan et al., 1983 and Sherman et al., 1986) tend to support the

hypothesis that repeated reintubations, usually as a consequence of unplanned

extubation, may be a factor in the evolution of SGS. Prolonged duration of intubation of

more than two weeks was also found important in the evolution of SGS. Since very

premature infants are intubated for lengthy intervals, they be at increased risk for serious

tracheal injury. Thus, rates of unplanned extubation in the preterm population are

important to ascertain in order to evaluate their risk for significant sequelae.

Rat nplanned Extubation

Rates of unplanned extubations due to accidental dislodgement of the tube have

been reported in pediatric (Scott et al., 1985, and Little et al., 1990) and infant literature

(Laing et al., 1986; McMillan et al., 1986; Brown, 1988; Kleiber & Hummel, 1989; and

Little et al., 1990). Reporting of the rates of extubation due to tube dislodgement can

occur in two forms. First, description of strict percentage of extubation per number of

patients is common in studies prior to 1985 (Conner, Bushey & Maisels, 1980; Orlowski

et al., 1980; Ratner & Whitfield, 1983; Stewart, Finer & Moriarty, 1980). This method

does not account for the duration of intubation for each patient in the study.

Consequently, populations with sicker children/infants, requiring long-term intubation,

may have artificially inflated rates of extubation. Second, description of extubation rates

in terms of intubated patient days (IPD) accounts for the differences in populations and

allows for a more reliable comparison of populations.

The following five studies in the infant literature describe various rates of accidental

extubation. Laing, Cowan, Ballatine & Hume (1986) recount an unplanned extubation

rate of 0.66/100 IPD. McMillan, Rademaker, Buchan, Reid, Machin & Sauve (1986)

identified rates of accidental extubations from 1.4-2.2/100 IPD when comparing
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nasotracheal and orotracheal intubation. This does not reflect the total number of

unplanned extubations that occurred. There was a rate of 4.3-8.8/100 IPD of tube

changes in which no reason was given for the change. Accidental extubations were

reported by Brown (1988) and Kleiber & Hummel (1989) were 4.4 and 3.3/100 IPD,

respectively. Little et al. (1990) recorded a much lower accidental extubation rate:

0.72/100 IPD.

The variability in rates of accidental extubations may be related to several factors.

The definition of accidental or spontaneous extubations may vary in the studies. Only

two articles: Scott et al. (1985) and Kleiber & Hummel (1989), operationally define

spontaneous extubations. Without a consistent definition it is difficult to ascertain

exactly which extubations are being reported. The difference in statistics may also

reflect variations in care practices, such ET tube taping methods.

Kleiber & Hummel (1989) identified extubation rates that were higher for smaller

infants who were intubated for an average of three weeks, although they did not actually

state the rate of unplanned extubation. Brown (1988) came to a similar conclusion:

small infants (<1500 gms) had a rate of extubation almost twice as high as infants over

1500 gms (42% vs 23%) but were intubated for longer periods. Consequently, the

extubation rate in IPD was virtually the same for both groups but the smaller infants

were at greater overall risk for extubation.

An extremely premature infant requiring intubation for prolonged intervals may be

reintubated many times for reasons other than tube plugging. The average occurance

appears to be 3-4 reintubations for tube dislodgement during three months of intubation

(Brown, 1988 and Kleiber & Hummel, 1989). It is reasonable to assume these infants

may be reintubated for other reasons during the course of ventilation. It has been
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suggested by some investigators that some infants reintubated at least 4 times may be

at risk for development of moderate tracheal damage (Sherman et al., 1986)). It then

becomes important to describe and correlate variables associated with unplanned

extubations in order to devise strategies for reducing incidence.

Summary

Endotracheal intubation is a physiologically stressful procedure for preterm infants

(Kelly & Finer, 1984; Marshall et al, 1984). Intubation also injures the structures of the

airway, leading to SGS in 2–8% of intubated infants (Jones et al., 1981; Ratner &

Whitfield, 1983; Laing et al., 1986). Recent studies (Fan et al., 1983; Sherman et al.,

1986) have suggested that tracheal damage from intubation is not always identified

clinically resulting in artificially low reported rates of SGS. Up to 10% of intubated

infants may have significant tracheal damage from intubation when a sensitive

assessment technique, laryngoscopy, is used (Fan et al., 1982).

Endotracheal intubation persisting for more than two weeks and three or more

reintubations may place an infant at risk for development of SGS (Fan et al., 1983;

Sherman et al., 1986). Rates of unplanned extubation range from 0.7–4 per IPD in

populations of intubated infants. Infants intubated for three months may be at risk for

three or more unplanned extubations. Thus preterm infants intubated for three or more

months may be at risk for multiple unplanned extubations resulting in potential for

important sequelae, such as SGS.

Phenomenon of Unplanned Extubation

Unplanned extubations occur primarily for two reasons: blockage of the airway or

displacement of the ET tube. Blockage commonly occurs due to accumulation of thick

secretions within the tube and is referred to as a plug. Plugs are usually visualized
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within the ET tube when it is removed. Blockage can also result from ET tube abutment.

The opening at the tip of the ET tube is beveled and, with certain head positions, the

bevel may be forced up against the soft tissues of the trachea and block the exchange

of air (Brasch, Heldt & Hecht, 1981). Partial or complete blockage may also be the

result of bronchospasm (Kleiber & Hummel, 1989).

ET tube displacement occurs when the tip of the tube migrates out of the trachea.

When the tube is above the trachea (in the pharynx or the esophagus) mechanical

ventilation cannot occur. Below the trachea, the tip is usually in the right mainstem

bronchus. Right mainstem bronchus intubation is usually poorly tolerated since

ventilation will hyperinflate one lung and the other will collapse.

As previously indicated, it may be difficult to determine ETT placement in a preterm

infant by auscultation alone. If the ET tube becomes blocked or displaced, the infant will

often deteriorate rapidly: become cyanotic, desaturated and bradycardic. Efforts may

be made to ascertain the cause of these clinical changes through auscultation, hand

ventilation, suctioning the ETT, and/or chest XRay. If the infant is unresponsive to

intervention, the ET tube is often pulled by the personnel at the bedside and the infant is

mask ventilated until reintubation occurs. Unless a plug is actually visualized within the

ET tube, confirming a blockage, or the ETT has visibly slipped out, the etiology of the

event may be uncertain.

The difficulties inherent in determining the cause of the unplanned extubation due to

displacement, limit the scope of the research that can be done in this population. Even

with careful criteria for defining accidental extubation there is the risk that some of the

extubations that occur may be due to something other than tube displacement (i.e.,

bronchospasm). For this reason, this study focuses on unplanned extubation as a
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complex phenomenon rather than on accidental extubation secondary to tube

displacement.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature related to unplanned extubation falls into several categories: methods

of securing ETT's, efficacy of ET tube taping in the prevention of accidental extubation

and kientification of factors causing, or related to, unplanned or accidental extubations.

rind the Endotracheal T

Numerous articles (Birmingham & Horn, 1989; Nieves, 1986; Robson & Tompkins,

1984; Valley & Norfleet, 1985) report methods of securing ET tubes. The primary goal of

taping is to secure the ETT to the patient in such a way that it will not be accidentally

removed.

Testing the efficacy of taping methods has been done in four studies to date: Scott

et al. (1985); Brown (1988); Tasota, Hoffman, Zullo & Jamison (1987); Fenje & Steward

(1988). Scott et al. (1985) and Brown (1988) identified two different taping methods and

used rates of extubation with each method to determine their effectiveness. Scott (1985)

was not able to identify any difference between the two taping methods while Brown

(1988) found a significant difference between two methods. Brown (1988) postulated

that the second method was more effective owing to the use of water/stretch-resistent

plastic tape and a taping approach "from a second angle [that] improved the tube's

stability".

A study in the adult literature (Tasota, Hoffman, Zullo & Jamison, 1987) evaluated

the effectiveness of two different methods of securing oral ET tubes: a taping method

and a harness method. The authors determined that the harness was superior to taping

in reducing the incidence of accidental extubation and tube movement without
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compromising skin integrity. This study had design limitations, such as a small sample

size and lack of randomization to Control for extraneous variables. However, the authors

used two different methods to assess tube displacement or movement: ETT tip position

on CXR and measuring the external length of the ETT. This served to provide additional

strength in determining the efficacy of each method and supported the results of the

study. The authors did not draw any conclusions concerning why the harness was

superior to the tape in preventing tube displacement. In order to assess taping methods

and isolate those factors that affect tape security, comparing the intrinsic qualities of

each method is essential.

Fenje and Steward (1988) assessed the adhesive bond of tapes used to secure ET

tubes in a laboratory setting. The setting and methods allowed for good control of

extraneous variables and enhanced the validity of the results. The authors found that

there were significant differences in the abilities of different tapes to adhere to various ET

tubes: silk tape was superior, followed by waterproof tape, with adhesive tape and

Micropore tape showing poor adhesion. While the authors could provide

recommendations for tape use in adherence to ET tubes, they did not test for body

temperature, moisture or adherence to skin and thus these findings may not apply in the

clinical setting.

Risk Factor identification

Four investigations, Scott et al. (1985), Brown (1988), Kleiber & Hummel (1989) and

Little et al. (1990) attempt to identify risk factors related to unplanned extubation in the

pediatric/neonatal population. Scott et al. (1985) studied the population in a pediatric

intensive care unit (PICU). Little et al. (1990) reported data on PICU and NICU's. Both

Kleiber & Hummel (1989) and Brown (1988) focused on the NICU population.
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The purpose of Scott's (1985) investigation was to identify incidence, predictability

and consequences of spontaneous extubation (SE) in the PICU. In order to accomplish

this, the authors designed the study in two phases. In phase 1, they prospectively

examined 11 potential risk factors for extubation twice daily on a total of 204 intubated

patients for eight months. The risk factors were subjected to discriminant analysis to

identify a subset of factors that best predicted SE and develop a score to assess relative

risk. In the second phase, the score was tested on 45 patients over six weeks to

determine the accuracy of the risk status assignment.

The group of patients who experienced SE was compared to the group of patients

that experienced intentional extubation (IE). The results of the data analysis revealed

successful discrimination between patients at low and high risk for SE for up to three

days after patient admission.

The risk factors were divided into three groups: patient factors (age, amount of

secretions and state of consciousness); ETT factors (site, method of taping and

slippage); and therapy factors (ventilator support, paralyzing/sedating agents, frequency

of ETT suctioning, extremity restraints and chest physiotherapy schedule).

The combined risk factors that yielded the best discriminating power were:

decreased age, larger amount of secretions, larger amount of ETT slippage and a higher

level of consciousness. In the second phase, nearly all the SE patients were correctly

identified but 46% of all IE patients were incorrectly identified as being at high risk for

SE. Thus the discriminant score was sensitive for identifying the population at risk but

not specific for the population since half of the patients considered at risk did not

extubate.
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There were many strengths to this study. The authors clearly identified the purpose

of the study and reported results in relation to the purpose. They carefully defined their

outcome variable of SE and identified categories within each independent variable. The

strength of the study was enhanced by its prospective design. The authors used a large

sample for both phases of the study which increased the generalizibility of the study

results. The authors used discriminant analysis which was an appropriate method to

examine the effects of multiple, categorical independent variables on a single dependent

variable (SE). This analysis was very powerful because two complete data sets were

required. The first data set was used to identify variables that most effectively

discriminated between groups (IE vs SE). The analysis automatically weighted the

variables for the strength of discrimination. The second data set was used to determine

the effectiveness of the predictions made by the first data set, thus assuring reliability.

The authors did not discuss how the eight risk factors were determined and did not

acknowledge the possibility that there might have been unidentified risk factors that may

have affected the study. But since the purpose of the study was not to identify all

factors related to spontaneous extubation this is not a significant flaw. The observations

were performed by the authors but they stated that, in some cases, the authors

questioned the nurses instead of obtaining direct observations. Due to the subjective

nature of the study, the validity of the data would have been enhanced by confining the

data collection to direct observation and testing the observations for interrater reliability.

Many of the findings may be significant for the infant and possibly the preterm infant

population. The investigators postulated that younger children (less than 5 years old)

were at greater risk for SE for two reasons: they were unable to cooperate with ICU

personnel and they had shorter tracheas than older children increasing the risk for
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displacement with tube movement. Preterm infants have shorter tracheas than term

infants which may put them at greatest risk for tube displacement.

The risk factors of greater tube slippage and larger amounts of oral secretions had

about the same predictive power. This suggests that large amounts of secretions tend

to loosen the tape securing the ETT allowing for increased tube slippage. It remains to

be seen whether preterm infants produce sufficient secretions to affect tape integrity in

the same manner. Finally, increased level of consciousness was observed to affect SE

in this age group in several ways. Eighteen percent of the extubations occurred

because the patient manually grasped and removed the ETT despite the use of wrist

restraints. Twenty one percent of the patients exhibited vigorous head and facial

movements thought to contribute to the event. It is unclear if preterm infants are

capable of exerting sufficient muscle strength to extubate themselves in the described

manne■ .

Brown's study (1988) had a two-fold purpose: to compare the rates of accidental

extubation (AE) with two different taping methods and use of head restraint and to

determine factors associated with AE. This was a prospective study in which 206

intubated term and preterm infants were studied for sbc consecutive months. Infants

entered into the study were randomly assigned to one of four study protocols: tape

method #1 with and without head restraint and tape method #2 with and without head

restraint. Data was analyzed after four months and tape method #2 was found to be

significantly better (p<0.001) in reducing AE. For the final 2 months, infants were

assigned tape method #2 alone, with or without a head restraint. The head restraint

was not found to be effective in lowering the rate of accidental extubation.
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In order to determine factors associated with AE, extubation logs were used to

report activities occurring around the time of the extubation. These logs were

completed with 68% of the recorded AE's. The most common activity (15%) associated

with AE was infant agitation followed closely by ETT suctioning (13%). In 12% of the

cases the log indicated that no specific activity could be associated with the AE. The

authors used the data from the logs to postulate that most common factors associated

with AE were inadequate tube stability and events that placed additional traction on the

ETT. There was very little discussion of the results of the extubation log.

Brown (1988) examined the demographic characteristics of the sample: birth

weight, gestational age, post natal age at extubation, duration of intubation and number

of repeat extubations. Infants were stratified into two groups, above and below 1500

grams, and then the rates of extubation were compared. The extubation rates per 100

IPD were equivalent between the two groups. However, the author found that infants

born under 1500 grams were intubated significantly longer (p<0.0001) and had a

significantly greater percentage of accidental extubations (p<0.04) than infants over

1500 grams. Thus a smaller infant was at greater risk for AE due to length of intubation

rather than smaller size. Post-natal age at time of extubation was also significantly

different (p<.0001) between the two groups (day 15 for <1500 gms and day 9.5 for

>1500 gms,).

Brown's (1988) investigation draws much of its strength from randomizing subjects

into different care practices. This allowed for distribution of extraneous variables and

increased the strength of his findings. There was an adequate sample size (n=132) and

the smallest group (taping method #1 with head restraint) was still large enough (22) to

allow for meaningful analysis. The author used chi square analysis to analyze rates of
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extubation which was appropriate for discerning differences between nominal variables.

Student's t tests were appropriately used to assess differences between group means

measured with interval scales.

The author stated that there was less compliance with the use of head restraints in

the study. As a result, it was possible to compare the effectiveness of the two taping

methods but difficult to determine the effectiveness of the head restraint. The purposes

of the study were clearly stated and the results were clearly presented in the tables. The

author clearly defined the independent variables: taping methods and head restraint,

but did not define the dependent variable, accidental extubation.

There was an inadequate identification of factors associated with AE. Brown did not

describe the structure of the extubation logs, how they were used, who filled them out

and when they were completed. Without this data, it is difficult to determine the validity

of the logs. In addition, the issue of the reliability of the logs was not addressed. This

methodology essentially identifies factors after the fact. The data is subjective and, with

a complex event, many facotrs could intervene to influence an observer's perception of

the event.

Despite weaknesses in the design, the extubation log results provided some useful

data. Infant activity (agitation and head turning) was associated with 26% of

extubations. Nursing care activities (ETT suctioning, chest PT, weighing, ETT taping,

feeding, position changes, blood draws and hand ventilation) were associated with 39%

of the accidental extubations. Endotracheal tube factors (loose tape and high tube

placement) were associated with only 12% of the extubations. These results contrast

with Scott's study in which youth, activity and tube factors (slippage and secretions)

were the primary findings. Brown's data may suggest that smaller, preterm infants are
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at risk for accidental extubation more frequently from nursing care activities rather thaqn

their own efforts.

Little et al. (1990) studied accidental extubations in both the NICU and PICU

population. The purpose of their study was to determine the incidence of, and the

factors contributing to, accidental extubation (AE). The study was conducted over a

three year period and all intubated patients (n=2,200) were included in the study. All

intubated patients were recorded daily on a log sheet presumably in order to determine

number of intubated patient days. A form, on which up to eight potential risk factors

could be reported, was filled out by a respiratory therapist after an AE occurred. The

authors reported that the three most frequent factors related to AE were: no sedation in

two hours prior to AE (65%), lack of two-point or more restraints (58%) and performance

of a patient procedure at the bedside (49%). The article did not identify the other five

potential risk factors that were tracked nor did the authors share how they chose these

eight risk factors.

A narrative statement describing the circumstances surrounding the extubation

could also be included. Rates of AE were reported in intubated patient days (IPD) for

the NICU and the PICU with the rate for the PICU about 30% higher than the NICU.

The authors described the standard protocol for maintaining ETT integrity. Respiratory

therapists (RT) were to evaluate ETT security every 2 hours and retape the ETT at the

first sign of looseness. Slippage of the ETT was checked by measuring the length of the

tube every 8 hours. Chest radiographic data were used whenever possible to verify tube

placement. The authors did not present data to illustrate compliance with this protocol.

This study was useful in that rates of AE were reported in intubated patient days for

two units where presumably there was consistent standard of care by the RT's as to
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evaluation of ET tube security. However, there were many limitations to this study. Data

were pooled and there was no breakdown of risk factors between the NICU and PICU.

Considering that the rates of extubation differed between units, this would have been

important. There was no speculation as to why the rates of extubation in the PICU were

higher than the NICU.

The authors stated that they did not record ages during the study and thus could

not determine if age was a risk factor for AE. Since only three risk factors were

identified, it was not possible to ascertain the importance of the other five, unidentified

risk factors. While it was interesting that AE was associated frequently with the

performance of a procedure, it would have been important to identify which procedures

were risky.

The association of lack of sedation and lack of restraints prior to the extubation may

infer that patient activity was related to the extubation since both sedation and restraints

act to restrict activity. Unfortunately, without description of the care practices of the

units this is impossible to determine. If patients are routinely sedated and restrained

then the lack of these factors may allow more patient activity and put the patient at risk

for AE. However, if patients are not routinely sedated or restrained and the extubated

patients did not differ from the rest of the population then these factors would not be

asociated with AE for this sample.

The data Collection instrument was not described and the methodology was unclear

which prohibits replication of the study. All of the risk factors should have been

presented and the percentages of associations with AE. The validity and reliablity of the

instument was not established which limits the acceptability of the findings.
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Kleiber & Hummel (1989) conducted a year-long investigation of spontaneous

extubation (SE) in the NICU. The purpose of the study was to describe the

circumstances surrounding SE and to identify risk factors for SE in the neonatal and

preterm population. The authors included data on a large number of intubated infants

(n=197) who were tracked for occurrence of SE with a total of 30 infants experiencing

53 SE's. The authors outlined the diagnostic criteria for SE and described their taping

method. Scott et al’s (1985) data was used to guide the choice of the eight factors that

were examined (with the exception of ETT slippage which was judged to be too difficult

to measure). The factors were: shift, professional present during occurrence, procedure

in progress, oral secretions, patient activity, ETT tape, patient position and use of limb

restraints. Data were also collected on length of intubation and birth weights of

intubated patients and comparisons were made between the group that became

spontaneously extubated and those that did not.

The investigation employed two methods for data collection. The first relied on data

collection sheets completed by nurses at the time of extubation. These were used to

describe the circumstances surrounding the event and elicit the nurses' opinion as the

cause of the event. This data collection tool was not presented in the article but it

appears that the authors asked questions related to the eight risk factors to determine

circumstances or conditions surrounding the event. These conditions were reported in a

table with incidence and visual representation of percentage of each classification within

each category. Unfortunately, the bar graphs were not to scale and thus tended to

present an erroneous picture of the results.

The nurses' opinions as to the cause of the extubation were presented in a table.

More than one reason could be given for the extubation and there was a total of 56
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reasons reported for the 53 events. The most common (23) reported cause of the event

was procedures, followed by patient activity (10) and loose tape (9) but there was no

descriptive analysis of the data.

The mean birth weight for the extubated group was 1.6 kilograms (kg) and 2 kg for

the unextubated group. This was not a statistically significant (p<0.11) difference.

However, the difference in the mean length of intubation between unextubated and

extubated infants (5 vs 20 days) was statistically significant (p<0.014).

Half of the SE occurred on day shift and 75% were judged to occur when a health

care professional was at the bedside. Procedures were in progress during 53% of the

SE's. These procedures included ETT retaping, ETT suctioning, palate care, chest PT,

XRay, weighing and oral gastric tube placement. Most of the patients had moderate

secretions and moderate activity. The ETT tape was judged secure in 68% of the SE's

and limb restraints were not in use with 60% of the extubations. Despite the existence

of an adequate sample (n=53), the results were not analyzed for significant differences

within each category.

The investigators incorporated an intensive, sh: week study period into the

investigation with twice weekly observations used to examine 28 intubated patients in

more detail. Data were collected by the investigators in 7 areas: position, secretions,

activity, taping, restraints, sedation and ETT length. These data were used to compare

the infants that experienced SE with those that did not. Seven infants experienced 12

SE'S during the six weeks. The results of this study were reported in the body of the

article and actual numbers were not given. The authors stated there was no difference

between the two groups on positioning, restraint use, activity or sedation. Mean ETT

lengths were reported for the two groups but were not analyzed as to whether they
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differed significantly. The tape was judged secure on the lip in 73% of the observations

in both groups. Amount of oral secretions was reported in percentages (small-medium

large) in each group but analysis for significant differences between the two groups was

not done.

The study increased the scope and knowledge of SE. There were a large number

of extubations, due to the lengthy study period, and very valuable data were presented.

One of the most useful pieces of information was that 23 (43%) extubations occurred

during or were the result of a procedure. These data suggest that small infants may not

extubate themselves as seems to be the case with larger infants and small children

(Scott et al). In addition, the authors presented the relative risk of one of the procedures

responsible for 6 extubations, palate care. If the total number of procedures performed

on all intubated infants had been reported, a relative risk could have been assigned to

each procedure rather that just to palate care. A more careful description of the tool

and how the variables were measured is necessary to critique the methodology.

While the authors carefully outlined diagnostic criteria for SE at the beginning of the

article they did not describe the phenomenon. Without a conceptual framework, it was

difficult to determine whether the authors were interested in tube displacement as a

cause of SE until the discussion at the end of the article. At this point, the authors

alluded to two potential causes of SE: tube displacement and bronchospasm. The

authors did not discuss plugging of the ETT which could also caused some of the

symptomology described as criteria for SE. Nor did they state that this cause of SE was

not included in the statistics. However, the authors did discuss the difficulty in

determining tube displacement and distinguishing it from bronchospasm. It was

essential that they discuss this problem since it is likely that the causes of tube
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displacement and tube blockage from bronchospasm are different. These factors need

to be taken into account when data are analyzed.

The methods of measuring the variables related to SE were subjective thus limiting

the reliability of the measurement and this was appropriately recognized by the authors.

While the authors recognized this problem in the data collected from the nurses, they

did not address this in relation to their six week study. If only two people performed the

observations, there may have been less problem with interrater reliability and this should

have been addressed in the article.

In addition, the authors did not explain the method of observations, ie: data

collected from the nurses notes, personal observation of the infants, etc. Thus it is not

possible to determine how these variables were measured and what means were used

to establish validity of the measurement. Was the position of the infant recorded on the

day of observation or were all the positions recorded in the nurses notes and were these

data collected as part of the observation? Variables, such as position, activity,

secretions and tape security, change over time. If these variables were measured only

on the days that the observations were conducted some connection would have to be

established between these variables and the SE event. The lack of significance in

patient activity related to SE may actually be related to the way activity was measured

rather than the lack of significance of the variable.

It is also interesting to note that the ETT taping was judged secure with a majority

of the extubations in both the six week study period as well as the entire study period.

The authors concluded that secure taping does not always prevent SE. In order to

judge the validity of this conclusion, it would be important to know how this variable was

measured. Also, how was interrater reliability established in the larger study? From
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these data the only conclusion that could be drawn would be that the nurses judged the

tape to be secure not that the tape was actually secure.

it would have been helpful to stratify the causes of extubation according to the

infants weight or postconceptual age at the time of extubation in order to examine this

data in a developmental framework. Were the infants who became extubated for

reasons of activity mostly closer to term or was this variable equally distributed among

very immature and more mature infants? It seems likely that term infants would be at

greater risk for extubation due to activity than preterm infants because of their greater

muscle strength.

Knowing the conditions reported as accompanying the event of SE is not very

helpful without a context. It is presumed that the shº week study period was designed to

provide this context. A longer study period may have provided enough subjects in each

cell for a chi-square analysis so that they could have determined whether differences

between groups was due to chance. When reporting the data for comparing secretions

in the extubated and non-extubated group, the percentages for the non-extubated group

did not add up to 100% which makes it impossible to look at the data meaningfully or

even attempt to do any analysis.

Finally, the authors conclude that weight, age, activity, position and oral secretions

were not predictors of SE. This conclusion can only be made if these factors were

Compared in infants who became extubated and infants who did not become extubated.

These studies highlight the need for more research in factors associated with

accidental extubation, especially in preterm infants. Many of the factors identified in the

young pediatric patients may not apply to preterm infants. Muscle tone and strength are

weak in preterm infants as compared to term infants. Factors such as head turning may
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not be as closely associated with extubation of these infants. Very small premature

infants are usually ventilated for prolonged periods due to the immaturity of their lungs.

These infants are very fragile and could suffer serious consequences from temporary

extubation. As a result, it would seem that these infants would be most at risk and in

most need for study regarding the factors that influence unplanned extubation.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Tube displacement is the movement of the tip of the ET tube out of the trachea.

Displacement may occur due to: incorrect position, defined as the tip of the ET tube

positioned either high or low in the trachea, tube movement, defined as the movement

or play that occurs if the device or tape that secures the ET tube is not secure or

becomes loose, causing displacement of the ET tube out of the trachea, or a

combination of both. Even very small amounts of tube movement when combined with

less than ideal tip position can lead to displacement.

Many factors may effect the integrity of the tape securing the ET tube. Anything

that pulls on the tape or moistens it will tend to loosen it and introduce tube movement

or play. These factors have been divided into three categories: environmental variables,

infant variables and tube variables.

Environmental variables are those that act upon the infant to threaten the integrity

of the tape. The type and frequency of interventions may be significant. These

interventions include positioning, procedures, weighing and suctioning. Each of these

interventions can potentially cause traction or manipulation of the tube. The frequency

with which this traction is placed may tend to loosen the tape, introducing tube

movement. Time of day, type of bed and significant events, such as retaping, may also

have an impact on tape integrity.
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Various infant variables may have an impact on tape integrity. These are variables

that are intrinsic to the infant pre and post natally, and include: activity levels,

demographic characteristics (gestational age, weight, birth weight, post conceptual age,

post natal age), secretions, position, and medications (both pre and postnatally). Infant

movement may pull or place traction on the ET tube. Infant activity levels may be

affected by maternal drug use, drugs given to the infant, sleep cycles and increasing

muscular strength. Muscular strength should be affected by a combination of

gestational age and post natal age. Oral secretions and frequency of emesis may be in

sufficient quantity to moisten and loosen the tape.

Four tube variables will be considered in this study: tip position, duration of

taping, integrity of taping and ETT length. These variables are indices of tube position

and amount of movement or play in the tube.

For the purposes of this study, unplanned extubations that result from tube plugging

will be excluded. This study will concentrate on the other factors that affect unplanned

tube removal, recognizing the difficulty of determining whether the tube was removed

due to displacement or occured due to other reasons.
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CHAPTER THREE

Methodology
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

1. What are the individual characteristics of preterm infants that experience unplanned

extubations and those that do not?

a. What is their activity level?

b. What is their birth weight and gestational age?

C . What are the types and frequency of medications administered?

d. How frequently are secretions suctioned from the ET tubes?

2. What are the characteristics of the environment of preterm infants that experience

unplanned extubations and those that do not?

a. What is the frequency of nursing intervention?

b. What is the frequency of medical procedures?

3. What is the procedure for ET tube taping?

a. Are there variations in the procedure for ET tube taping?

b. What is the frequency of ETT retaping for infants that experience unplanned

extubation and those that do not?

c. What was the nurses' estimation of the ETT tape integrity for infants that had

unplanned extubations and those that did not?

d. What was the change in ETT length for infants that had unplanned extubations

and those that did not?

e. Is there a relationship between estimation of tape integrity, ETT length and

position of ETT tip on CXR2

4. What are the events that occur in conjunction with the unplanned extubation?
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METHODS

Design

A descriptive research design will be used in this study in order to explore and

describe the factors associated with unplanned extubation of intubated premature

infants.

Sample

A convenience sample of 6 intubated infants in an intensive care nursery (ICN) was

included in this study. All infants were inborn and admitted into the study on the fourth

postnatal day. Data was gathered on each infant for 14 days. The study period

extended for three months in the Summer of 1990.

Criteria for inclusion: 1) infants under 1500 gms at birth and/or a gestational age

between 23 and 28 weeks, 2) require intubation within 72 hours of birth and for more

than 24 hours. Exclusion criteria include: 1) off-unit procedures and 2) the use of

Pavulon or any other neuromuscular blocking agents. The infants were dropped from

the study if they became extubated and remained extubated for more than 4 hours.

tin

This study was conducted in the ICN at UCSF's Moffitt Hospital.

Instruments

Factors associated with unplanned extubations were identified by compiling data

from the charts, a bedside data collection sheet, an ETT taping tool, CXR, extubation

questionnaire and infant activity observations.

A Demographics Form IDF] (Appendbº A) was used to record: 1) gestational age

(GA), 2) birth weight (BW), 3) date of intubation. This information was available in the

infants' charts. The gestational age was determined by the date of the mother's last
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menstrual period. This instrument was completed by the investigator for each infant

upon entry to the study.

A Daily Chart Review Form [DCRF1 (Appendbº B) was used to identify: position of

tip of ETT on CXR, post natal age, ETT suctioning, medications, length of ETT and

current weight. This information was obtained from the medical progress and the nurses

notes. This instrument was completed by the investigator for each infant on a daily

basis.

A Data Collection Sheet IDCS1 (Appendbº C) was used to record type of bed, type

of scale for weighing, infant position and number of various caregiver interventions. This

tool was completed for each shift (0700-1900/1900-0700) by the bedside nurse. The

tool was piloted prior to use in order to establish initial validity and reliability. Content

validity was established by review of the tool by two neonatal clinical nurse specialists.

Reliability was determined by three random chart audits for each infant to determine the

consistency of the recording of the data and inter-rater reliability.

An EIT Taping Tool III], (Appendbº C), was incorporated into the DCS and filled

out by the bedside nurse at the beginning of each shift. This tool was used to

determine the duration and integrity of taping. Tape integrity was scored on a five point

Likert scale (1=loose to 5=secure). Changes in the daily measured length of the ETT

was used to establish the reliability of the nurses assessment of tape integrity.

Extubation Questionnaires [EQ), (Appendbº D), was placed at the bedside and

completed at the time of an unplanned extubation by the nurse present at the time of

the event. It identified the time of and any significant precipitating events leading up to

the extubation.
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Observation Sheets IOSl, (Appendbº E), were used to record the frequency and

type of limb and body movements on each infant. Repeated observations (total of four)

were conducted, and the first observation (T1) was performed at the time of induction

into the study (the fourth day post admission, or Day 1) at 0900. The three remaining

observation times (T2-T4) were assigned by a random draw from a pool of times from

Day 1 through Day 14. T2-T4 were the same for each infant. T2 occured on study day

5 in the morning. T3 and T4 were both conducted in the evening of days 8 and 11,

respectively. Each observation comprised a time period that did not exceed sixty

minutes and included observing the infant's level of activity with and/or without

intervention. These observations were performed by the investigator in order to avoid

problems with interrater reliability. A Neonatal Clinical Specialist conducted

simultaneous observations on sbc occasions in order to establish reliability.

Pr r

Prior to data collection, the general purpose of the study was delineated and

discussed with the neonatal intensive care nursing staff. Inservices were held to instruct

nurses in completion of the tool for data collection. The criteria established for the

determination of an unplanned extubation were explained at this time. The data

collection tools were piloted and revised as necessary. Infants meeting the study criteria

were identified on a daily basis by the investigator. The parent(s) of these infants were

contacted by the investigator and the nature of the study explained to them. If the

parent(s) agreed to participate, the infant was assigned a code number and the

Demographics Form (DF) was completed.

Participating infants were inducted into the study on the third day after admission at

0900. The initial activity observation was made by the investigator at this time. The
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Data Collection Sheets (DCS), Taping Tools (TT) and Extubation Questionnaires (EQ)

were coded and placed at the infant's bedside.

Beginning with Day 1 and ending with Day 14, the DCS's and TT's were completed

by the bedside nurse for each shift. Once completed, the forms were filed at the nurse's

station. The EQ was completed at the time of an unplanned extubation and filed at the

nurse's station.

Charts and nurse's notes were audited on a biweekly basis by the investigator to

complete DCRF on each infant for each day of the study. Three activity observations

were performed by the investigator at preselected times for each infant using the OS.

Data Analysis

Descriptive statistics with means and standard deviations were used to describe the

sample and the study variables. A Kruskal-Wallis test was used to test the significance

of differences between infants for variables of activity with and without intervention,

suctioning frequency and frequency of nursing interventions and medical procedures.

Kruskal-Wallis is a non-parametric test which compares the variation between groups to

the variation within groups, similar to ANOVA, in order to determine if the source of

differences between groups was due to random fluctuation or to actual differences.

When significant differences were detected between individuals, Mann-Whitney U

tests were used to determine which individuals differed. Mann-Whitney U is a non

parametric test used to determine differences in group means and is appropriate to

small sample sizes.

A Wilcoxon Signed Rank test was used to test the assumption that intervention

would have an affect on infant activity levels. A Wilcoxon is a non-parametric test similar
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to a paired t-test and assesses the difference between two measures on the same

individual.

Simple regression and correlation coefficients were calculated between the majority

of the variables in order to detect associations between variables. Study day was

plotted against variables of weight, suctioning, procedures, interventions, tape security

and ETT length to determine if time affected these variables. Procedure and intervention

frequency were plotted against measurements of tube placement to detect relationships

between high placement and frequent procedures or intervention. Variables of ETT

position on CXR, ETT length and tape security were plotted against each other to detect

any associations.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Results
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This chapter will present the results of the data analysis. The sample will be

described and each question will be addressed in order of their presentation in the third

chapter.

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS

The sample (n=6) consisted of five males and one female. All infants were

appropriate for gestational age (GA) and between 730 gms and 940 gms at birth

(Appendbº F). The first five infants were 26 weeks gestation and the sixth infant was

24.5 weeks gestation. Four infants were Caucasian, one African American and one

Native American. All infants were admitted with Respiratory Distress Syndrome and had

similar APGAR's. The weight of the infants varied during the study period (Figure 1) and

ranged from 610 gms to 1,000 gms (mean: 780 gms). All infants were entered into the

study on the same postnatal day: day four.

Infant 1 was almost 27 weeks GA and the oldest infant in the study. He was African

American and born to a single, young mother. His mother had a previous preterm infant

that did not survive but was hopeful for a good outcome with this infant. He

experienced a Grade IV intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH) within the first few days of life.

He exited from the study after two days because he required an off-unit CT scan to

diagnose the extent of the hemorrhage.

Infant 2 was born to a mother who had three previous preterm births, all with good

outcomes. This infant was very ill from the outset, developing pulmonary interstitial

emphysema on the third day of life. He exited the study on the third day for surgery to

ligate a patent ductus arteriosus (PDA). He remained critically ill and eventually died in

four weeks.
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Infant 3 was the product of a first pregnancy and delivered precipitously while his

mother was visiting from out-of-town. He remained in the study for the full fourteen

days. He followed a fairly typical course for a preterm infant with a very small IVH on

day 7 and pneumonia in his third week of life. He was eventually successfully extubated

and transported back to his family in Seattle.

Infant 4 was the seventh infant for a Native American mother who was transported

from a Northern California reservation for treatment of preterm labor. This infant was

very vigorous. She had a small PDA that closed with medication and was successfully

extubated and exited the study on the fifth study day.

Infant 5 was born by Caesarian section due to toxemia to a 38 year old mother after

10 days of tocolytics. He also experience an average course of illness and exited from

the study on the twelfth day for PDA surgery. He was successfully extubated after two

months of ventilation.

Infant 6 experienced a similar prenatal course to infant 5 but was about 10 days

less mature. His birthweight was 730 gms which made him the smallest infant in the

sample. He was born with Down's Syndrome and was presumably septic from the

outset. He was critically ill throughout the study period. He experienced a small IVH

and a PDA that closed with medication. His lung and kidney function were severely

compromised by sepsis and he died due to kidney failure two days after completing the

14 day study period.

RESULTS

None of the infants experienced an unplanned extubation during the study period.

Infant 3 experienced an unplanned extubation two days after the completion of data

collection and the circumstances surrounding the event will be described later in the
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chapter. Infants 1 and 2 experienced unplanned extubations outside the study period.

Infant 1 extubated two days prior to the study period and infant 2 extubated one day

after the study period. Infants 4-6 did not experience any unplanned extubations during

their course of ventilation.

Indiv risti

Activity Level

Infants were observed using the Observation Sheets (OS) on study days 1, 5, 8 and

11. Each observation did not exceed sixty minutes in length. The observation sheets

recorded the activity levels of the infants as number of limb and body movements per

five minute interval. The observations were categorized as either activity with or without

intervention. The categoriztion was based on the assumption that intervention may

serve to stimulate activity in preterm infants. Activity with intervention observations

included all movements during and 5 minutes after any provider contact. Activity

without intervention observations occured prior to provider contact. The preassigned

observation times and limited observation period restricted the type of activity observed.

Out of a total of 16 observations, there were only six that comprised both activity with

and without intervention.

The total length of each observation period varied between patients and between

days for each patient. To account for this, the observations for each patient were

Summarized as the number of movements within each Successive five minute interval

during an observation period. The number of movements per five-minute interval (MPI)

was then averaged within an observation period to give a mean MPI.

For the purposes of comparing the infants arbitrary categories of infant activity were

generated. Mean MPI for each patient during each observation period was classified as
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1) minimal activity: mean of less than 10 movements per interval; 2) moderate activity:

10-19 MPI or 3) extreme activity: more than 20 movements per interval. Infant activities

for each observation and the means for both activities (with and without intervention)

were categorized according to this system and results are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Infant Activity

Observation

number of movements

per 5 minute interval

With

Intervention

Category
minimal

< 10
moderate

10-19

extreme

1 19 16 moderate

2 1 minimal

3 < 1 minimal

4 5 minimal

observation

means: 8 8 minimal
F

1 13 19 mod/ext

4 2 25 19 ext/mod

m- || 2 || 2 || mºnº
1 50 extreme

2 10 moderate

3 7 20 min/ext

4 19 moderate

1 8 minimal

2 12 moderate

6 3 2 3.5 minimal

4 3 9 minimal

means: 4.5 8 minimal

These categories were designed to reflect the large variability in frequency of limb

movement observed. Several infants moved an average of less than once per 5 minute
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interval. Three infants demonstrated the capability of more than 19 movements per

interval (MPI). One infant averaged 50 MPI in one observation. Since 19 MPI was a

common finding, more than 20 became the demarcation between moderate and extreme

activity. The values of the remaining observations were equally divided and assigned

minimal and moderate values accordingly.

Infants 1 and 2 were observed once before exiting the study. These observations

occured while the infants were being manipulated. Both infants were critically ill at the

time and demonstrated minimal activity in response to stimulus during the observation

period.

Infant 3 was more stable than infants 1 and 2 and was minimally ventilated during

the first observation. The first observation included baseline activity followed by activity

during intervention. This infant was moderately active even at rest but his activity did

not increase when he was manipulated. The three remaining observations did not

include both activity categories. In all of these, this infant demonstrated minimal activity

with and without intervention.

Infant 4 was a vigorous infant from the outset. She was observed twice before her

planned extubation. Both observations included activity with and without intervention.

This infant was moderately active during the first observation. During the second

observation, this infant was extremely active before intervention and moderately active

during intervention.

Infant 5 displayed the greatest potential for activity in the sample. He was extremely

active during the first observation while being handled. He constantly failed during the

observation period. Activity without intervention was not assessed during this

observation period so it was not possible to determine if this activity was a result of the
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manipulation. For the three remaining observations, this infant displayed moderate to

extreme activity levels. He exhibited moderate activity without intervention for the

second and fourth observations. The third observation included activity with and without

intervention. His activity went from moderate to extreme when handled. This change in

activity was almost twice as much as any other infant demonstrated in response to

manipulation.

Infant 6 exhibited activity levels most similar to infant 3 but did not show the

capability of maintaining as much activity. He was minimally active during his first

observation without intervention and was similarly active for the second observation

during intervention. He demonstrated less activity for the third and fourth observations.

He was critically ill during these intervals, was minimally active and demonstrated very

little change in activity when manipulated.

The six observations that included activity with and without intervention were

analyzed using a Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks test to detect differences in activity with and

without intervention. The results did not reveal a significant difference (p<0.34) in infant

activity in response to intervention.

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to determine whether there were

significant differences between individuals in activity levels. An ANOVA did not

demonstrate a significant difference (p<.24) between individuals in activity without

intervention. Infant activity with intervention data did not meet the assumptions

necessary to perform an ANOVA. A Kruskal-Wallis test revealed a trend (p<0.08) toward

a difference between infants in their activity level with intervention.

Infants 3 and 6 exhibited minimal activity overall and infants 4 and 5 at least

moderate activity. Infant 5 demonstrated the most activity overall with moderate activity
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levels at rest and one extreme level with intervention. He also demonstrated the

greatest increase in activity with intervention over non-intervention as compared to the

other infants. Infant 3, who became extubated, demonstrated less overall activity than

infants 4 and 5, and similar activity to infant 6, who did not extubate.

Medications

Medications considered to possibly affect infant activity were identified by chart

review and recorded by hourly frequency of administration. The medications were

divided into two categories according to their effect on infant activity. Medications likely

to increase infant activity were aminophylline and caffeine. Medications which could

tend to decrease infant activity (sedatives) were morphine (MSO4), nembutal and ativan.

Infants 1 and 2 did not receive any of these medications during the study period.

Infant 4 received three doses of aminophylline on the fourth and fifth study day. Infant 5

received two doses and infant 3 received four doses of sedatives over the entire study

period. Only infant 6 received sedatives on a regular basis. He received either MSO4

alone or a combination of MSO4 and Ativan on all but two days of the study period.

The majority of sedatives were administered in the last eight days of the study period at

a frequency of every 3–4 hours when he was most critically ill.

ETT Suctioning

Data on frequency of ET tube suctioning was gathered from the nurses' notes. On

average, the infants were suctioned 6.3 times daily or about every 3.8 hours. ETT

suctioning frequency for the sample is presented in Table 2.
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| TABLE 2: Suctioning Frequency |
Subject Mean (PD) SD +/- SE Frequency Frequency

Mean (hrs) Range

All 6.3 2.3 +/-.24 q 3.8

3 7.6 2.3 +/-.46 q 3.2 q 2.4–4.5

4 6 1 +/-.34 q 4 q 3.4–4.8

5 6.9 2.4 +/-.48 q 3.5 q 2.6–5.3

6 4.5 1.4 +/-.26 q 5.3 q 4-7.6

Codes: PD=number of times suctioned per day
SD/SE=standard deviation/standard error
q=hourly frequency

Infant 3 was suctioned more frequently than the rest of the sample with an average

frequency of every 3.2 hours. Except for frequencies of every 4–6 hours on days 8 and

9, there was little deviation from this average and there was no trend toward more

frequent suctioning in the last days of the study period.

Infant 4 was consistently suctioned about every four hours throughout the study

period. Infant 5 was suctioned an average of every 3.5 hours but demonstrated the

most variability from day to day. The only trend detected was a gradual increase in

frequency of suctioning in the last three days of the study.

Infant 6 was suctioned the least. Suctioning occured on the average of every 5

hours for the entire study period. He was suctioned more frequently (every 4–5 hours) in

the first half of the study and less frequently in the second half (every 6–8 hours).

A Kruskal-Wallis test determined that individuals differed significantly (p<0.00001) in

mean, daily suctioning frequency. Mann-Whitney U tests were used to determine which

individuals significantly differed in frequency of suctioning. The results indicated that

infant 3 was suctioned significantly more often than infant 4 (p<0.025) and infant 6
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(p<0.00001) but not significantly more often than infant 5 (p<0.08). Suctioning data

was not gathered in the two days prior to infant 3's unplanned extubation. Suctioning

frequency may have differed in the day prior to the unplanned extubation.

Environmental teristi

The environmental characteristics examined were nursing interventions and medical

procedures. The hourly frequencies of procedures and nursing interventions were

recorded on the data collection sheets by the bedside nurses. The nursing interventions

comprised care activities during which the infants were manipulated, turned or

repositioned. The medical procedures included line placements, XRays, venipunctures,

heel and arterial sticks, sonograms and lumbar punctures.

Nursing Interventions

Frequency of nursing care activities varied little between infants. The data is

summarized in Table 3. On the average, infants experienced 10 interventions per day

for a frequency of every 2.4 hours.

| TABLE 3: Nursing Intervention |
Mean (PD) SD +/- SE Frequency Frequency

Mean (hrs) Range

All 10 2.8 +/-36 q 2.4 q 1.9-3.3

3 9.3 4.6 +/-.96 q 2.6 q 1.7-5

4 10.8 2.2 +/-.86 q 2.2 q 1.8-2.8

5 11.6 1.9 +/-.48 q 2.1 q 1.7-2.5 |
6 8.8 3.5 +/- 1.1 q 2.7 q 2-4.5

Codes: PD=number of interventions per day
SD/SE=standard deviation/standard error
q=hourly
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Infants 3 and 6 experienced less frequent care-giving interventions than infants 4

and 5. Infant 3 required intervention on the average every 2.6 hours while infant 6

averaged every 2.7 hours. Both infants 3 and 6 experienced a good deal of variability in

the frequency of intervention. Infant 3 was intervened with from 6-13 times daily while

infant 6 experienced intervention from 6-12 times daily. There were no consistent trends

in the frequency of intervention for either infant.

Both infants 4 and 5 were intervened with on the average 11-12 times daily or every

2 hours. The data was quite consistent for both infants with much less variability than

with infants 3 and 6.

A Kruskal-Wallis test revealed that individuals differed significantly (p<0.035) in

mean, daily frequency of nursing intervention. Mann-Whitney U tests determined that

infant 5 had a significantly greater frequency of nursing intervention than infant 3

(p<0.016) and infant 6 (p<0.018). No other significant differences were detected.

Medical Procedures

The mean number of procedures for the entire sample was 8 daily with a range of 3

to 13 procedures per day. The data is summarized in Table 4. There was a large

variability in number of medical procedures each infant underwent from day to day.

Infant 3 experienced a mean daily number of procedures slightly more than infant 6 but

much less than infant 5. The variability of the number of daily procedures was such that

no trends could be detected, such as an increase in the number of procedures prior to

an extubation.
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TABLE 4: Medical Procedures

Mean (PD) Frequency
Range

3 7 4.6 +/-.96 q 3.4 q 2-10 |
5 10.6 4.4 +/- 1 q 2.3 q 1.6–4 |

Codes: PD=number of interventions per day
SD/SE=standard deviation/standard error
q=hourly

A Kruskal-Wallis test determined that a significant difference (p<0.026) existed

between infants in the mean number of daily medical procedures. Mann-Whitney U tests

revealed that infant 5 differed significantly (more procedures daily) from infant 3

(p<0.008) and infant 6 (p<0.006). There were no significant differences between infant

3 and infants 4 and 6.

Tapin risti

Procedure

All study infants were inborn and the ET tubes were taped using the same

procedure throughout intubation. The ET tubes were sutured to a piece of tape placed

on the upper lip of the infant. Two long pieces of tape were then wrapped around the

tube in opposite directions and secured to each side of the face.

Taping Interval

Taping interval is defined as the number of days since the ET tube was retaped and

was determined by data gathered from the data collection sheets (DCS) and chart

audits. Chart audits were used during the study to verify the accuracy of the data on
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the DCS. However, the DCS proved to be more accurate than the data found in the

charts. Consequently, chart audits were not used to gather data on ET tube retaping

outside the study period.

TABLE 5: Taping interval
(number of days between retaping)

F-I-T-Y-

Subject First Second Reason
Interval Interval

infant 3 6 days 14 days unplanned
extubation

Infant 4 5 days 8 days planned
extubation

Infant 5 5 days 8 days retaped

Infant 6 6 days 8 days retaped

Complete data on taping interval was available for 4 infants: infants 3 through 6

(Table 5). Infants 3, 5 and 6 had their ET tubed retaped for the first time on the fifth or

sbºth day of life. Infant 4 had a successful planned extubation on the 9th day of life

without having had her ET tube retaped. Both infants 5 and 6 had a second taping

interval of eight days and did not experience an unplanned extubation. Infant 3

experienced an unplanned extubation with a second taping interval of 14 days, an

interval that was 56% longer than the all other taping intervals.

Tape Integrity

Tape integrity was defined as the nurses estimation of the security of the ET tube

taping to the infant's upper lip. This was measured using a 5-point Likert scale with

1 =loose and 5=secure. The data is presented in Figure .

Slightly more than half of the scores were 4 and 5. A score of 3 comprised 63% of

the remaining scores. A regression of nurses estimation of tape integrity with taping

interval did not reveal any significant relationship (p<0.94); the very poor correlation (r=-
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0.009) reflects the great deal of variability in estimation of tape security from nurse to

nurse. Nurses estimation's of tape security routinely differed by 20–40% from one shift

to the next. In addition, there was only one detectible trend in the data. A slight trend

toward estimation of less tape security was observed in the six shifts prior to the second

retaping for infant 5. No trends were detected in the other six taping intervals. Nurses

did not consistently judge the tape as very secure in the first days after retaping nor did

they consistently judge the tape as loose immediately prior to retaping. In fact, on three

occasions, tape security was rated high (4-5) twelve hours prior to retaping.

ETT Length

ET tube length was measured (from lip to tip of the tube) once a shift and recorded

on the DCS. All infants had the same tube length and none of the tubes were trimmed

during the study. The mean tube length for the entire sample was 4.3 cm (Table 6).

TABLE 6: ETT Length

| Subject | Mean Length (cms) | SD +/- SE |
All 4.3 0.7 +/- 0.1

3 4.6 0.4 +/- 0.08

5 4 0.8 +/- 0.2

6 3.8 0.6 +/- 0.2

Infant 3 had a slightly longer mean ET tube length than infants 5 and 6 however

there was slightly more variability in tube length in both infants 5 and 6 than with infant

3. There was no discernable trend for longer ET tubes over time or over a taping

interval. A correlational analysis of ET length on taping interval (n=59) revealed a non

significant (p<0.15), low correlation (r=0.2).
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Relationships

Correlational analysis of the variables tape integrity, ET tube length and position of

the ET tube tip on chest XRay (CXR) revealed only one significant relationship: the

length of the ET tube was significantly (p<0.005) related to the ET tube tip position on a

CXR taken within the same 12 hours of the measurement. These variables were highly

correlated (r=0.78) but there were only 11 data points from which to generate the

analysis.

A correlation matrix of nursing intervention and medical procedures vs tape

integrity, ET tube length and tip position on CXR was generated in order to detect any

relationships. ET tube tip position on CXR was significantly and positively associated

(p<0.04) with greater total number of medical procedures. There was only a weak

correlation (r=.42) with 25 observations. Unfortunately, a significant relationship was not

demonstrated between ET tube length and total medical procedures (p<0.13). This may

reflect lack of validity in using ET tube length to assess ET tube tip position. It is also

likely that there is no relationship between total number of procedures and a high ET

tube.

Vent rring with Unplanned Extubation

The extubation questionnaire (EQ) was completed by the bedside nurse for the

unplanned extubation that infant 3 experienced. According to the response on the

questionnaire, the event was preceded by an episode of oxygen desaturation (50's)

noted by pulse oxymetry. The nurse hand ventilated and suctioned the ET tube but the

infant continued to desaturate when placed on the ventilator. The infant was suctioned

again, obtaining a large amount of secretions, but continued to desaturate and finally

became bradycardic. There was poor chest excursion with hand ventilation and the ET
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tube was pulled. There was no plug visualized at the end of the ET tube. The

extubation was not associated with any procedure or activity taking place immediately

prior to the event.

SUMMARY

The sample was fairly homogenous with most infants at 26 weeks gestation and of

similar weights during the study period. All infants were the same postnatal age during

the study. There was one unplanned extubation and there was no precipitating event

associated with the extubation. In this sample, the infant that became extubated (3) was

compared with the unextubated infants (4-6) to determine significant differences from the

unextubated infants in the variables studied.

Infant 3 who experienced an unplanned extubation closely resembled Infant 6 in

many of the variables studied. Both infants were minimally active when compared to the

sample. They both had similar frequencies of procedures and nursing interventions.

Both infants 3 and 6 differed from infant 5 in several variables. They were less active

and experienced significantly fewer daily medical procedures and nursing interventions.

Infant 3 differed from infant 6 in several aspects. The extubated infant was suctioned

significantly more often and received much less sedation than infant 6. Infant 6 was also

more acutely ill than the extubated infant.

Variables of activity and frequency of procedures, nursing intervention, ETT

suctioning and sedation did not separate the extubated infant from the unextubated

infants. The extubated infant had a greater mean tube length than two unextubated

infants (5 & 6) but these infants had more variability in tube length than the extubated

infant. The extubated infant differed from the remaining infants only in the length of

taping interval (56% greater than the remaining sample).
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Correlations and simple regression were used to kientify any relationships between

the studied variables and estimations of tape integrity and ET tube position. Total

number of medical procedures over a taping interval was significantly associated with

high ET tube tip position on CXR. No association could be detected between ET tube

tip position and variables such as infant activity, nursing interventions and suctioning.

Estimations of tape integrity were not correlated with ET taping intervals or with ET

tube tip position. A close correlation was discovered between ET tube length and ET

tube tip position on CXR and length may prove to be a valid measurement of tip

position. No inter-rater reliability was detected in nurses estimation of tape integrity and

no trends toward increased or decreased tape security were detected in their

estimations over a taping interval.
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CHAPTER 5

Discussion
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This chapter addresses the results of the study, presents the study limitations and

outlines the nursing implications and suggestions for further research.

Population and Environment

There is inherent difficulty in studying unplanned extubation in this population.

Preterm infants are unsually very ill and any intervention may be poorly tolerated.

Manipulation of the ET tube for purposes of measuring external length or tube

movement could compromise the infant. Collecting data on a wide variety of variables

requires the cooperation of many health care providers. When infants were extremely ill,

cooperation was found to be limited as the nursing care demanded the maximum

nursing time and attention.

The environment of this NICU presented problems for data collection. The unit was

in a state of transition as a result of construction and merger with another hospital.

Noise levels were high and conditions were crowded at times. Patient acuity levels were

often high due to the transport of recovering infants out of the unit. All study infants

were moved at least once during their course of ventilation. The stress generated by

this environment may have limited the nurses' ability to collect data for the study.

Nurses made every effort to provide continuity in the data collection but some

information was missing. There were many new nurses on the unit which made

dissemination of information difficult. The prospect of merging NICUs with different

philosophies of nursing care provided another source of stress for the staff. Of

necessity, data gathering was a lower priority and this affected the quality of the results.

Discussion

The infant that extubated in this study was less active, received fewer procedures

and was suctioned slightly more often than the rest of the sample. This finding is in
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contrast to those of other studies which indicated that unplanned extubations were

associated with frequent procedures (Brown, 1988), increased infant activity (Brown,

1988; Scott et al., 1985; Kleiber & Hummel, 1989) and increased secretions (Scott et al,

1985). Infant 3 conformed to a low-risk profile but experienced an unplanned extubation

while infant 5 fit a high-risk profile but did not extubate during his entire course of

ventilation.

The factors associated with unplanned extubation in previous studies (Scott et al.,

1985, Brown, 1988, Kleiber & Hummel, 1989; Little et al., 1990) may not apply to a group

of very small preterm infants. Infant activity was found to be associated with at least

twenty percent of the unplanned extubations in two studies, Brown (1988) and Kleiber &

Hummel (1989). Both studies involved a sample of preterm and term infants who were

within the first month of life. Neither study identified the mean gestational age of the

infants where high levels of activity were thought to contribute to the extubation. Thus it

is not possible to determine whether these infants were term or older preterm infants

that may be capable of greater muscle strength than the sample in this study. Further

study is necessary to determine whether preterm infant activity within the first few weeks

of life is a significant factor contributing to unplanned extubations.

Previous studies (Brown, 1988; Kleiber & Hummel, 1989; Little et al., 1990) have

indicated that 40-50% of unplanned extubations are associated with the performance of

a procedure. These studies, however, did not specify how frequently procedures were

performed on these infants. This information would be critical to analyze the

significance of the results. If infants in these studies generally experienced a very large

number of procedures, the risk of extubating during an individual procedure may
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actually be very low, while the risk of extubation may increase as procedures

accumulate.

The present study found that procedure frequencies varied greatly from day to day

but that a larger number of procedures was not associated with unplanned extubation.

Since the procedure frequencies were so variable with this sample, a much larger

sample size would be needed to detect differences between extubated and unextubated

infants.

A long retaping interval (8 vs.14 days) was another variable identified as different

when comparing extubated with unextubated infants. According to data from the taping

tool, the nurses did not estimate that the tape of the extubated infant became looser

over time. The data for the more active (high-risk) unextubated infant disclosed an

interesting pattern. The nurses consistently estimated that the ETT tape was less secure

in the days prior to one infant's second retaping. This trend was not repeated in other

taping intervals for other infants. It may be possible that the high-risk, unextubated

infant was actually at lower risk for extubation because the nurses perceived that the

tape was less secure and were more vigilant.

What factors affected the nurses' perceptions of tape security cannot be determined

from the data. The nurses may have perceived that the infant was at a greater risk for

insecure tape because he was active and experienced frequent procedures. This

perception may have provided a greater sense of urgency to retape the tube. The

extubated infant was relatively quiet in the week prior to the extubation and experienced

fewer procedures than the other infants. The nurses may have perceived that this infant

was at a lower risk for extubation from insecure tape and retaping may have been less

of a priority. Exploration of mean taping intervals for a group of infants of gestational
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ages and post-natal ages comparable to this sample would be necessary to interpret the

importance of this variable.

A possible association between taping intervals and unplanned extubation could be

determined if data had been available on mean taping intervals and unplanned

extubations for infants previously admitted to this unit. For example, if infants were

routinely retaped after intervals of two weeks without extubating, the 14 day retaping

interval prior to the unplanned extubation would not be a significant contributing factor.

Data on taping intervals could also provide important information regarding ET taping

effectiveness. Mean taping intervals have not been reported in the extubation literature

and it is not possible to compare the results of this study to others. The method of

taping may affect the length of the taping interval and limit the generalizability of the

results of this study.

Scott (1985) identified tube slippage or movement, presumably from loose tape, as

a predictive factor for extubation in the pediatric population. Kleiber & Hummel (1989)

reported that nurses judged that the tape was secure in the vast majority (73%) of their

unplanned extubations. Brown (1988) found that only 12% of the extubations were

associated with loose tape. In the present study, nurses did not consistently judge ET

tape as less secure over the taping interval. It is not possible to determine from this

data whether ET tape security is an importni factor in unplanned extubations in this

population.

The lack of interater reliability in nurses' estimations of tape security raises

questions about nursing assessment of this variable. Without a valid and reliable

measurement of tube slippage or play, this would be a difficult problem to explore. The

data from this study found a significant relationship (p<0.02) between nurses' estimation
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of tape security and study day: the nurses judged that the ETT tape was less secure

over time. This importance of this result became questionable when there was no

significant relationship discernable between tape security and taping interval. This

suggests that the nurses perceive that the tape is less secure as the infant gets older

regardless of when the tube was last retaped. There may be many factors, such as,

nurses' perceptions of infant activity or nurses' level of experience, that affect their

estimation of tape security.

The questionnaire yielded little information about factors that may have precipitated

the unplanned extubation. There was no procedure in progress during or just prior to

the unplanned extubation. The extubation was associated with suctioning of the ET tube

but not necessarily caused by it. It is not possible to determine whether the extubation

was caused by a partial plug, bronchospasm or tube displacement. The ETT secretions

were thick in the days preceding the event and this could be consistent with a partial

plug. The questionnaire did not serve to rule out this possibility.

When the infant desaturated and was hand ventilated for suctioning, he initially

responded favorably. This reaction could have been consistent with either a partial plug

or a bronchospasm. Both partial plugs and bronchospams result in increased airway

resistance by decreasing the diameter of the airway (Guyton, 1986). The higher

inspiratory pressures provided by hand ventilation should overcome the resistance and

result in improvement of the infant's condition.

It is also conceivable that the ET tube was high in the trachea when the infant

decompensated and the process of hand ventilation contributed to tube displacement.

The infant's external ET tube length was longer than the other infants and may have

indicated a high placement of the ET tube. Infants 3, 4 and 5 were of similar weights
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and gestational ages and should have comparable tracheal lengths. If the ET tubes

were positioned properly, these infants should have had similar external lengths. The

combination of an ET tube placed high in the trachea and the process of suctioning and

hand ventilation may have pulled the tip of the ET tube out of the trachea.

Study Limitations

Design Limitations

The greatest limitation of this study is the small sample size. The nature of an

epidemiologic design requires many subjects in order to detect differences between

extubated and unextubated infants. The narrow inclusion (23-28 weeks gestation),

exclusion criteria (off-unit procedures) and limited study period (14 days) acted to

restrict the potential pool of subjects. This, coupled with an unusually low census,

accounted for the small sample size.

Setting relatively narrow inclusion criteria and limiting the duration of the study

period proved problematic. The inclusion criteria helped assure a homogenous sample

for size and gestational age. Limiting the study period to the first few weeks of life

limited the effect of maturation on the variable of infant activity. Unfortunately these

criteria also acted to reduce the potential pool of subjects.

During the months that data were collected, the admissions for infants meeting the

inclusion criteria was about half the usual number. In addition, two unplanned

extubations of study infants could not be included because they occured outside the

study period. Valuable data concerning the events surrounding these unplanned

extubations was not obtained.

The exclusion criteria also limited the pool of subjects. Three infants exited the

study before the end of the study period for off-unit procedures. The nature of data
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Collection necessitated this exclusion criteria. It was not possible to track the

interventions and procedures that may have occured while the infant was removed from

the supervision of the unit. Without examining the incidents that may have occured

while the infant was removed from the unit it would not be possible to determine if the

procedure contributed to a subsequent unplanned extubation.

The data collection design was engineered to collect as much detailed information

as possible on the infants in order to detect small differences between infants. This

required the assistance of staff nurses caring for the infants. In several instances, the

infants were so ill that data collection sheets were not completed. It was possible to

retrieve some data from the charts. Information, such as nurses' estimations of tape

security, was unavailable from other sources.

The activity observations were designed to collect information on the infants'

potential for movement. The observation times were randomly assigned to minimize the

effects of extraneous variables, such as acuity of illness or circadian rhythmicity. The

nature of the design was valuable in attempting to assess baseline infant activity. It was

important to also observe the infants' activity responses to intervention. Extreme activity

or agitation after intervention may be a risk factor for unplanned extubation.

The times assigned for observation did not always allow for the assessment of

baseline activity and activity with intervention. The infant activity with and without

intervention did not differ significantly in the sampling, though the small sample size

makes these results less than definitive. In order to draw any conclusion concerning

changes in preterm infant activity in response to intervention, more data must be

obtained. In light of the fact that there was so much within infant variability in response
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to intervention, more observations including both activity with and without intervention

would have to be performed in order to make any assumptions about infant behavior.

The statistics used for analysis were generally non-parametric but such a small

sample size requires that the results be viewed with caution so that insignificant results

are not taken as definitive. One extubation cannot provide the information necessary to

adequately shed light on the factors that may precipitate or be associated with

unplanned extubation. Further study would require the investigation of many

extubations and more detailed information gathering to better understand the nature of

the phenomenon.

Measurement Limitations

Sensitive measurements are necessary to detect small differences between infants

on variables such as tube movement. Unplanned extubation is a gross measurement of

tube displacement. Small increases in tube movement may place the infant at higher

risk for tube displacement. If the goal is to ultimately reduce the incidence of unplanned

extubations due to tube displacement, it is necessary to measure degrees of

displacement with a defined degree of reliability.

There is insufficient information in the literature regarding variables of preterm infant

activity and endotracheal tube secretions. Both of these variables should act to loosen

ET tube tape and increase tube movement. Without norms for these variables in the

preterm infant poulation, conclusions cannot be drawn as to how the sample in this

study differed from the rest of the preterm infant population, limiting the generalizability

of the results.
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Design Modifications

The most critical modification should be made in the design of the infant activity

observations. The large degree of variability that existed within infants in response to

intervention requires many observations points in order to identify activity norms for this

population. Without this, no predictions can be made about an infant's capability for

activity. These predictions would be needed in order to identify infants at risk for

unplanned extubation.

The study could be modified to include videotaping of infants at frequent intervals in

order to obtain a larger sampling of observations. Frequent observations over a twenty

four hour period could identify circadian rhythmicities in the activity of preterm infants.

Frequent observations over the entire study period could identify changes that may

occur as the infant matures.

Inducting infants upon admission to the NICU and continuing to study the infants

for four weeks would allow the collection of additional information. Extubations that

occur within the first few days of life may differ from extubations that occur when the

infant is several weeks old. Taping an ET tube in place while resuscitating a newborn

infant is difficult and tape security may be compromised leaving the infant vulnerable to

tube displacement within the first few hours of life. As preterm infants mature, they may

become more capable of loosening the tape from vigorous activity.

In future studies infants undergoing off-unit procedures should be included so that

the importance of this potential risk factor could be determined. Two of the shº infants

exited due to PDA surgery. Considering the frequency with which this surgery occurred

in this sample, it could be an important variable.
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There are strengths to an epidemiologic approach to this problem. With large

sample sizes, this approach can identify the factors that put infants at risk for extubation.

Many factors could act singly or in combination with other factors to affect unplanned

extubation. Weighing the importance of these factors requires a great deal of data,

since the effect sizes for any one variable may be very small.

Nursind Implication

Nurses are in a unique position to potentially prevent unplanned extubation

secondary to tube displacement. Nurses assess the security of the tape and make

judgements as to when the tubes need to be retaped. This study demonstrated that

there was no identifiable reliability in nurses' estimation of tape security. Out of six

taping intervals, only one trend was detected that indicated less tape security over time.

This suggests that there may be differences among nurses in their perceptions of tape

security.

Many variables may affect the nurses' perceptions of tape security. Preterm infants

have very small faces and were all in isolettes which may make it difficult to get a

closeup view of the infants face so that an accurate assessment can be made. The

infant's acuity or the workload of the assignment may also affect a nurse's estimation of

tape security. It is possible that the more a nurse has to do, the less likely she will be to

recognize small changes in ET tube movement. If this proves to be true, a case may be

made to reduce the workload of the assignment for the tiny infant so that time can be

made for careful, continuous assessments of these subtle changes.

In very premature infants, the ET tube is short to accomodate their shorter tracheas.

The external length of an ET tube may be only a few centimeters and is an important

method of measuring ETT tip placement. An ET tube placed high in the trachea puts an
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infant at risk for tube displacement. Unfortunately, the difference between a properly

placed and a high ET tube can be as small as 0.5 cm, making accurate measurements

critical. With tape measures using increments of 0.5 cm, it can be difficult to obtain a

measurement that is sufficient. Thus it is important to develop and test alternatives to

the current method of measuring external ET tube length.

As was seen in the study, the extubated infant had a mean external ET tube length

of 0.6 cm longer than the other infants. There is too little data to conclude that this

caused the extubation. However, an increase in ET tube length should alert the nurse to

an increased risk for tube displacement if traction is applied to the tube.

It is also possible that there could be at least 0.5 cm error in measurements from

one nurse to the next. The need for such exact measurements may make inter-rate

reliability difficult to establish. It may require one person applying the same technique

repeatedly in order to achieve an acceptable level of accuracy.

It is important to understand the nurses' assessment of ET tape security. Their

estimations may affect the way the nurse handles the infant during intervention. In

Kleiber & Hummel (1989), 50% of the extubations occurred during procedures and in

75% of all the extubations the nurse felt the tape was secure.

Nurses may tend to manipulate infants more carefully if a tube is known to be high

or the tape less secure. Nurses may also position infants differently if the tube is less

secure. Using blanket rolls to contain a baby that is active may reduce the risk of

unplanned extubation by reducing overall movement. Nurses may put off procedures or

cluster care activities more efficiently if extubation is a concern.

The fact that 40-50% of the extubations in three studies (Brown, 1988; Kleiber &

Hummel, 1989 and Little et al., 1990) occurred during procedures is an important
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consideration. As previously discussed, the accumulation of procedures could be a

significant risk factor for unplanned extubation. However, the way an infant is handled

during any one procedure may be more important. Secure tape cannot prevent

extubation ºf improper handling places a great deal of traction on the ET tube.

Further Research

Further study is needed especially in the areas of infant activity and ET tube taping

and their relationship to ET tube displacement. Preterm infant activity is poorly

understood and little documentation is present in the literature. While studies have been

conducted to classify preterm infant behavior, there is no data on activity norms for

these infants. It would be essential to collect quantitative data on frequency of infant

movement. This would include activity norms at specific gestational ages and changes

with circadian rhythmicity, acute illness, infant maturity and frequency of intervention.

Methods of measuring ET tube tape security and 'play' or 'slippage' need to be

developed if this problem is to be studied systematically. The security of the tape needs

to be measured in an accurate and objective manner. Development of instruments to

measure tube play may require laboratory conditions since there is a risk of extubating

premature infants when their tubes are manipulated.

Once accurate measures of tube movement or tape security have been established,

a nurse's estimation of tape security can be studied. The ability of a nurse to assess

tape security may affect his or her ability to provide interventions that could possibly

prevent extubation. What affects a nurse's estimations of ET tape security? Does

education and/or experience affect a nurses ability to assess tape security accurately?

Does the acuity of the assignment affect a nurses estimation of tape security or does

patient acuity delay retaping even though tape security is assessed accurately?
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The relative risk of retaping an ET tube needs to be identified. With a very small

infant, retaping an ET tube always carries the risk of extubating the infant during the

procedure. It would be important to determine when the risk for unplanned extubation

from loose tape outweighs the risk of unplanned extubation during retaping.

Conclusion

The observations from this study were different from the data presented in previous

investigations (Brown, 1988, Kleiber & Hummel, 1989 and Scott et al., 1085) indicating

the complexity of studying this problem in the preterm infant population. The small

sample size and lack of a data base for the variables limits the conclusions that can be

drawn from the study. Design modifications need to be made if this study is to be

continued. These include development of instruments to measure ET tube tape security

and tube movement, more frequent sampling of infant activity, a larger sample size and

refinement of the extubation questionnaire. Nursing assessment of ET tube security is a

critical variable and needs further study if unplanned extubations are to be prevented.

Finally, many questions for further research were generated by this study, such as the

nature of preterm infant activity and the role of tape security in preventing unplanned

extubations. Continued research is necessary if this important problem affecting preterm

infant outcomes is to be remedied.
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Appendbº A

DEMOGRAPHICS FORM (DF)

Mother CODE #

Age:

Gravida: Para:

Ethnicity:

Prenatal Care:

Drug Use:

Infant

Gestational Age:

Sex:

Birthweight:

Perinatal Risk Factors:

Diagnosis at Admission:

Toxicology Screen:
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Date:

Post-natal Age:

Additional Diagnosis:

Current Weight:

ETT suctioning:

Frequency:

Amount:

Medications

Type:

Frequency:

Appendbº B

DAILY CHART REVIEW FORM (DCRF)

Code #

76



º

DATASHEETEITTAPE
LOOse

Code
#

Date:Shift:

TableYesIsoletteYesBedScaleYes
5
ETTlength:

Secure
PROCEDURES(writetimetheseoccured)

ETTRetaped:ArterialSample:NG/OGChange:
LinePlacement:

ECHO
:

PositionChanges
HeadturnedLinenChange

Venipuncture:Heelstick:
IV
Placement:HeadSono:

LP:

XRays:(time,typeandnumber101112l2

NoNoNo

of
exposures)
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Appendbº D

EXTUBATION QUESTIONNAIRE (EQ)

Infant code #

Date:

Time:

1. What alerted you to the extubation?

2. Describe the circumstances accompanying the event:



.

OBSERVATIONSHEETTime:FlexArm(s):ExtendArm(s):FlexLeg(s):ExtendLeg(s):Trunk/HeadMovement:Time:FlexArm(s):ExtendArm(s):FlexLeg(s):ExtendLeg(s):Trunk/HeadMovement:Time:FlexArm(s):ExtendArm(s):FlexLeg(s):ExtendLeg(s):Trunk/HeadMovement:

ID#:

Date:

M--
-



APPENDIX
F.
SampleCharacteristics

SubGASEXBWETHNICITYDIAGNOSISA/GDELMATDRUGG/PMARwksgmsAGESTAT

--

1
26.7M880AfricanPRDS2/6V20none3/2S

AmericanIVH.GIV

2
26.3M940CaucasianPRDS2/5C33Terbut5/4M

PDA,PIEMgSO4

3
26.4M900CaucasianPRDS
7V29none1/1M

R/OSEPSISIVH,G
|

426F895Native-PRDS2/7C26none8/7M

AmericanPDA

526M760CaucasianPRDS1/5C38Terbut1/1M

PDAMgSO4

624.4M730CaucasianPRDS1/4C36Terbut2/1S

IVH,G?MgSO4

PDADOWN'SATN
--

CODES

SUB:subjectPRDS:prematurerespiratorydistresssyndrome
V.
vaginal

GA:gestationalageIVH:
intraventricularhemorrhage,gradesI-IVC:

CaesarianBW:birthweightPDA:patentductusarteriosus
S.single

PIE:pulmonaryinterstitialemphysema
M.married

A/G:APGAR
G/P:gravida/para

DEL:typeof
delivery

MATAGE:maternalage

DRUGS:medicationspriorto
delivery

MATSTAT:maritalstatus

ATN:acutetubularnecrosis
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Appendbº G

Operational Definitions

Unplanned extubation: the removal of an ET tube, either by the infant, nurse or

physician that was not planned and/or ordered by the physician

Preterm infant: an infant born between 23 and 28 weeks gestation or weighs less than

1500 gms at birth

Activity level: the number of limb and body movements per minute

Gestational age: the number of weeks from the date of the mother's last menstral

period to the date of the infant's birth

Post-natal age: number of weeks since the infant's birth

Post-conceptual age: a combination of the number of weeks from the date of the

mother's last menstral period to the date of the infant's birth and number of weeks

since birth

Medications: any drug that the infant receives either pre- or post-natally, regardless of

route, whose mechanism of action may affect the infant's behavior or activity level

ETT secretions: the amount of liquid secretions suctioned from the ETT per day

Interventions: the number of instances that an infant or the ET tube is touched per day

for the purpose of medical procedures, suctioning, positioning or weighing

Medical procedures: venipunctures, heel sticks, arterial samples, IV and line

placements, NG/OG placements, lumbar punctures, XRays, head ultrasounds,

ECHOS

Positioning: movement of the infant within the bed either for the purpose of

position/head change, linen change or position adjustment
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Event: any activity being performed with the infant immediately prior to or during the

unplanned extubation

ET tube tape: the tape used to secure the ET tube to the upper lip of the infant

Tape integrity: the degree of contact between the tape securing the ET tube and the

skin of the infant's face as judged on a Likert Scale by the bedside nurse

Duration of taping: the number of days since the ET tube was retaped

ETT length: the length, in centimeters, of the ET tube from the end of the tube to the

infant's lip

ETT position: the position of the tip of the ET tube, identified on chest XRay according

to the vertebrae it corresponds with
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO

CONSENT TO BE A RESEARCH SUBJECT

HR ADOroval Number: H2502-05269–01 3-1-90

A. Purpose and Background
Rose Jereb, RN, Delois Weekes, DNS, and Mary Lynch, RN, MS from the UCSF

Department of Nursing are conducting a study to identify factors that may be associated
with unplanned extubations of premature infants. An unplanned extubation is the
unplanned removal of the tube used to help premature infants breathe. You are asked
to give your permission for your baby to participate in this study.

B. Procedures

If you agree to let your baby be in this study, the following will happen:
1. The investigators will collect information from your baby's chart concerning your
pregnancy and the birth of your baby as well as information in the nurses' notes
regarding the daily care your baby requires.
2. Nurses caring for your baby will fill out information sheets on the procedures
and the nursing care your baby requires. This will include a questionnaire filled out
by the nurses if an unplanned extubation occurs.
3. This investigator will observe your baby four times, for periods not to exceed 1
hour, in order to record your baby's frequency of movement. Another nurse may
also observe your baby on one of these occasions in order to ensure accuracy of
the observations.

If you decide to allow your baby to participate in this study, your baby's total
participation will not exceed three weeks.

C. Benefits

By participating in this study, your baby will help the investigators to identify those
babies that may be at greater risk for unplanned extubations. With this information, the
investigators may be able to prevent this from occuring. There is no direct benefit to
your baby.

D. Risks/Discomforts
1. Confidentiality: All information gathered from your baby's chart will be

transcribed and coded so the your name or your baby's name will not be recorded.
This data will be kept in a locked file so that only the study investigators may have
access to them.

2. The completion of the data collections sheets and the observations of your
baby's behavior should not interfere with the nursing care of your baby.

E. Alternatives

If you choose not to allow your baby to participate in this study, your baby will
continue to receive the standard care given to all babies in the ICN.
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F. Costs

You will not be charged for any part of the data collection or observations this
study will require.

G. Reimbursement

You will not be reimbursed for your baby's participation in this study.

H. Questions

This study has been explained to you by Rose Jereb or
-

If you have any questions about the study, you may call Rose Jereb at (415) 527–3564.

I. Consent

You have been given copies of this consent form and the Experimental Subjects Bill
of Rights to keep.

PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH IS VOLUNTARY. You have the right to decline to
allow your baby's participation in this study. You may withdraw permission for your
baby's participation at any time during the study. Your withdrawl will in no way alter the
medical or nursing care your baby receives.

The person being considered for this study is unable to consent for himself/herself
because he/she is an infant and, as such, cannot sign for himself/herself. You have
been asked to give your permission to include your baby in this study. Your signature
below indicates your permission to do so.

Date Parent/Guardian

Relationship

Person Obtaining Consent

Witness



U NIV. H.RSITY () F (, ALIF()RN1A, SAN FR.M.NCISC()

EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECT'S
BILL OF RIGHTS

The rights below are the rights of every person who is asked to be in a research
study. As an experimental subject I have the following rights:

l)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

To be told what the study is trying to find out.

To be told what will happen to me and whether any of the proce.
dures, drugs, or devices is different from what would be used in
standard practice,

To be told about the frequent and/or important risks, side effects
or discomforts of the things that will happen to me for research
purposes,

To be told if I can expect any benefit from participating, and, if so,
what the benefit might be,

To be told the other choices I have and how they may be better or
worse than being in the study,

To be allowed to ask any questions concerning the study both be.
fore agreeing to be involved and during the course of the study,

To be told what sort of medical treatment is available if any compli.
cations arise,

To refuse to participate at all or to change my mind about partici
pation after the study is started. This decision will not affect my
right to receive the care I would receive if I were not in the study.

To receive a copy of the signed and dated consent form,

To be free of pressure when considering whether I wish to agree to
be in the study.

—é—

If I have other questions I should ask the researcher or the research assistant. In
addition, I may contact the Committee on Human Research, which is concerned
with protection of volunteers in research projects. I may reach the committee
office by calling; (415) 476-1814 from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM, Monday to Friday,
or by writing to the Committee on Human Research. University of California, San
Francisco, CA 94143.

Call 1,76-1814 for information on translations.
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